
Things come to ends. Nations end, cultures end, ages end. We think, for instance, of
the eventual fall of Rome, its civilization exhausted in decadence. But ends bring other
things beside decadence. When great things, heroic things, and grand movements,
ages, and experiments end, they don’t just peter out in frivolity, shallowness, and
weakness. Something else happens at the end of an age that is deeper, more profound,
and far more interesting than mere degradation and corruption. Everything the great
nation or great age rejected in vigorous pursuit of its vision comes back in, returning
with a vengeance.

If the great nation, great age, or great society
rejected narcissism in favor of sacrifice,
generosity, and magnaminity, then the end will
bring unchecked narcissism. If the nation, age,
or society embraced holiness, righteousness,
responsibility, and self-discipline to become
great, then the nation, age, or society will end
in a flood of their opposites, particularly
wickedness, blasphemy, unaccountability, and
disorder. Things like nations, cultures, ages,

and societies become what they are by pushing things they aren’t to their margins. But
those marginal things don’t go away. To the contrary, they may fester and even
flourish at the margins. And when the union gives up its commitments in fractured
identity, those marginal things return in a flood.

For things like nations, cultures, ages, and societies to exist in healthy identity, they
must have boundaries, leaving things at the margins. The unity cannot squelch the
margin without dissolving into disunity, even dictatorship and tyranny. But the unity
cannot give up its core commitments without releasing a flood back in from the
margins. Indeed, when the unity gives up its core commitments for things that cannot
and should not hold a people together, the flood of marginal things, while frightening,
becomes an immersion and baptism that just might redeem the land, restoring unity.


